periences of foreign students bring out
!favorable thoughts of American society
Cheryl Dennison
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ited States cannot avoid
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neugi, also an English
najor.
!ountry has such a farifluence in the world," he
"that all other countries
tion to everything that

happens here."
"Columbo" is a favorite with
Ueseugi.
"The main actor is a member of
an American minority ( Italian)," he
explained. "But most of the people
he arrests are white."
Unfavorable Impressions
Visitors to America sometimes
carry back to their countries unfavorable impressions, said Maria
Rosa Cuesta, a biology sophomore
from Venezuela.
One of Cuesta’s friends was
mugged while staying in
Washington, D.C. When he reported
it to the police, "The officer just
said, ’From now on, carry at least
$10 on you or the mugger might get
mad and kill you,’" Cuesta said.
The citizens of Iran hear "a lot
about people killing each other" in
America, said Effie Shahhosseini,
an economics senior.
"We’re taught that every minute
you go out, you’re in danger," she
said. "Our parents worry about
crime, snipers, and the terrorists in
San Francisco."
Many Iranians believe much of
the violence is caused by the "life of
independence" most Americans
lead, she said.
"Being independent can make

people go crazy," she said, adding,
",Their heads might go in a thousand
different ways."
American casualness
Most Iranians envy American
casualness, but in some ways they
feel "Americans are too free," Shahhosseini said.
"I was shocked when I first came
here (eight years ago)," she explained. "The students put their feet
up on the desks and did anything
they wanted."
Ueseugi said American independence has broken down family
ties.
"When people are over 65," he
said, "they are left alone and I don’t
think many of them are happy. In
Japan, we have three generations in
our homes."
"It’s natural for people to think of
themselves first," Yamada added,
"but in Japan we think of others,
too."
Venezuelan Cuesta said that,
after spending two years in the
United States, she has learned to
dislike Americans because they are
"cold people who have lost their
feelings."
"I don’t have one American
friend," she said. "I can’t get along
with them."
Ana Perdomo, a business junior
from .Colombia, disagreed, saying
that Americans are friendly,
although they often are inhibited and
relreo
tf
rG
reluctant iinrom4s-U
Before coming to the United
States, Perdomo said she expected
to find Americans "Chewing gum,
and wearing Bermuda shorts and
sunglasses."
Real problems
After meeting three American
students in Bogota, Colombia, she
said, "I thought that all of you were
tall and skinny with blue eyes and
blond or brown hair."

"All in the Family," shows real
Americans and dramatizes the
problems they face and the changes
they are going through. Perdomo
said.
"I have met a lot of ’Archies’
here," she said. "They stereotype
everything and dislike everything
that is not Anglo Protestant."

Maria Rosa Cuesta. a biology sophomore from Venezuela. feels the amount of violence in American television

she said.
Perdomo took an American
friend back to Bogota, the Capital of
Venezuela.
"He was expecting us to live in
little huts with dirt floors and pigs
running around," she said. "He
couldn’t believe there were cities in
Latin America."

has created an atmosphere of coldness She has been here
two years but has no American friends
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Deportment still no love nest

Economics’ feuds subside

1.1Tysofi
u Ueseugi ponders U S "far reaching influence in the world."

By Heidi Van Zant
It has taken a long time but the
Economics Department appears to
be returning to normalcy.
Once characterized by bitter
feuds, open hatred and hostility,
private wars and public charges of
political firings, the department now
seems to be on the road to recovery.
The transition has not been an
easy one and the department still
cannot be described as a love nest.
But at least some stability has been
achieved in the last year and its

future looks more promising than
ever.
"Time heals a lot of emotional
feelings," said Prof. Donald Garnel,
a member of the department since
1967. "In the backs of the minds of
some people who were here, there
are some twitches, but otherwise no
legacy of hatred that is going to
carry over for ever and ever."
Garnel was here when the
department was stripped of its selfgoverning rights in 1973 because of
severe internal conflicts. In effect,

1g awaited faculty appraisals ready
Dclnesday in fraternity’s ’Tower List’

By Bill Weeks
USU instructor evaluation
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Americans believe that the facts
they learn can never change, she
said.
"They get one idea and it’s hard
to get it out of their heads," she said.
"They won’t learn anything that
way, just like Archie."
Many Americans generalize and
"like to put things in little boxes,"

with student-written comments on
many SJSU faculty members.
The new Tower List will be
similar to the edition released in
1973, with the exception of the price
up from the 1973 price of $1.25.
Also, the size is reduced to 140 pages
from the 1973 edition’s 229 pages,
and one question was eliminated.
The 1973 edition’s final question,
asking students if they would
recommend the teachers to others

has been deleted. This was done,
according to Miller, because the
fraternity felt the first nine
questions would allow students to
form their own opinion.
The Tower List, which is the major project of the student educational service fraternity, has long been a
controversial publication.
Since its beginning in 1063, it has
annually been the victim of teacher
criticism and lawsuit threats.

Lynnette Campbell takes a swig from her canteen
at the end of rigorous field maneuvers. She is one
of seven female SJSU Army ROTC cadets who

The most recent of these came in
1975 from Dr. Rajinder Loomba,
professor of electrical engineering,
who sent a letter to SJSU President
John Bunzel charging the Tower List
was "not only inaccurate and false,
but also libelous and in poor taste."
The new Tower List charges
Loomba with "harassment" and
lists his efforts to put the Tower List
under faculty control as one of the
factors in this edition’s tardiness.

joined in training exercises last weekend at Camp
Roberts Kurt Ellison captures the experience in a
pictorial essay on page 5

the faculty lost its right to make
even the most routine decisions and
instead deferred to an executive
committee of outside faculty
members.
Since that time the department
has been conditionally refranchised,
with the seven-member personnel
committee containing three outside
members. President John Bunzel
will review the department this
spring to decide if outside membership still is warranted.
A combination of factors brought
the Economics Department to its
knees, including emotional
disagreements over curriculum and
philosophies, a fear that Btmzel’s
administration wanted to take the
department over and personality
clashes that span more than a
decade.
Simply, most faculty members
lined up on two sides of the intensely
emotional issue of just how
economics should be taught a social-radical approach or technicalprofessional orientation,
During the peak period of that
debate, 1972-1975, about 15 faculty
members resigned, were dehired or
denied tenure, prompting the
"radical" element of the department to charge they were purged as
part of Bunzel’s effort to sterilize the
department.
Their vacancies have been filled
by a group of faculty generally
described as professionally oriented
credited with stabilizing the
department and turning its direction
from a self-defeating one to a selfactualizing one.
"If I were an outsider assessing it
I would say it’s easily improved 100
per cent since two years ago." said
Dr. Doug Greer, an associate
professor hired into the department
in 1975.
"It’s so peaceful around here that
it’s something in the remote past,"
said Dr. Geoffrey Nunn. who was
hired into the department right in
the thick of it three years ago.
"But," he added with a smile, "I
wouldn’t say we have collective
cameraderie."
Neither would Dr. Marvin Lee,
perhaps the most outspoken critic of
the department.
"The mood of the department is
about the same as the campus
Students come in, sit in class and
leave. The campus is thoroughly
demoralized."
Another long-standing member
of the department, Dr. Marvin
Snowbarger, blamed some of the
troubles on the "particular" personalities involved.
"There is a problem over
priorities," he said. "In our

department there are some who
don’t put much energy into their
profession."
While chairman from 1965 to 1970,
Dr. Norman Keiser said he saw
some faculty who had "no respect
for any organization or authority."
He spoke of his role as chairman
with weariness, recalling the
frustration he felt in trying to appease as many as he could.
"We’ve just got some paranoid
nuts around here," he said.
"Things have settled down
somewhat," said lecturer Kirk
Blackerby, a member of the
department on-and-off since 1967.
"People seem to be working
together. The heat and emotions
have cooled some through time."
Greer said that even though
Bunzel had prepared him for a
troubled department, he found
things worse than he had imagined.
"The first faculty meeting we
had was an interesting experience.
The meeting was generally pandemonium and chaotic. After that
first meeting I said to myself,
’Things are worse than I thought
they were.’"
In retrospect, the faculty
members said they have learned
some things about power, people,
fighting and survival.
"It was a negative learning experience," Garnet said. "I learned
about power. I learned that it is not
altogether true that faculty has
power."
Lee, who still is fighting to
remove outside authority from the
department, said. "I’ve learned
college faculties are not very good
fighters. They are too easily intimidated."
Some of the newer faculty
members said they learned the best
way to survive was not to get involved. "I didn’t know much of what
had gone on before and I haven’t
seen much scope for action," said
Dr. James Nickum, hired in 1975.
Another withdrawer is Greer,
who said he saw it as "sort of a
comedy. This is such a trivial
matter. In my view it is a complete
waste of time to get involved."
Others did not see it as a waste of
time and became very involved in
the turmoil. "I’ve gone through
periods of ups and downs and a lot of
frustration," said Snowbarger, who
said he has fought hard to maintain
the department’s professional
image.
Survival for Dr. Odin Knudsen, a
so-called "radical" professor. has
meant some pain and now detachment. "I’ve cried over it when some
of my friends have gone."
(continued on page 3)
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Criticism of SJSU judo team
sour grapes and ignorance
By David Long
In reading the March 11 letters by
Vince Hikida and Henry Sakaida, I
was both amused and irritated at the
sentiments expressed therein and at
the so-called "facts" cited by those
two individuals.
At first glance, the letters appear
to be from two entirely different
sources, but with the knowledge that
Hikida and Sakaida are currently
roommates, and a quick side-by-side
comparison, it becomes obvious that
both express the same sentiment.
Hence I will respond to both simultaneously.
The first statement that I wish to
take issue with was in paragraph
two of Henry’s letter where he
states: "As a former black belt
member of the team . . ." Henry, as
much as he may wish to have been,
was never a member of the SJSU
judo team.
He came to SJSU as a freshman
and worked out very irregularly,
two or three times a month, for one
semester. Eventually, due to low
grades and non-attendance at
practice, he was asked not to come
to workouts and consequently never
had a chance to be a part of the judo
team. It is unfortunate, but the truth
is that some "high school champions" cannot cut it in the tougher
university level competition.
Hikida, in paragraph two of his
letter, states that "there has never
been any other entity that could be
called a team other than SJSU at an
NCAA tournament." Neither Vince
nor Henry ever competed in a National Collegiate, and only attended
the event once, so how could they
know about schools like Michigan
State, Indiana University, the
University of Southern California,
the U.S. Military Academy, the U.S.
Air Force Academy, Temple
University, Cumberland College of
Kentucky, or Juniata College of
Pennsylvania, all of whom have college/university sponsored judo programs and are expected to field full
teams in this year’s championships
Saturday here at SJSU?
Both letters go on to imply that
because many good players get no
help from their schools, they just
don’t get to compete. The 1976 U.S.
Pan American Games team was
picked from the winners of the National Collegiates. Do you really
think that any strong competitor
would be forced to pass up the
chance to make such a team?
Money from AAU clubs, regional
black belt associations, and many
other sources has allowed many of
America’s players to spend up to six
months a year for two or three years
in Japan for training; certainly they
could make it to a tournament here
In the States.
And what an injustice it would be
to bar a competitor from the tournament simply because his school
didn’t have an official judo program,
as Henry apparently suggests in
paragraph three.
Henry’s next couple of
paragraphs are real whoppers!
Team points are awarded on the
basis of ten for first place, seven for
second place, five for third place and
three for fourth place. He says: "all
Uchida has to do is place a minimum
of two players to win." Henry, did
you forget 1974 when Cumberland
College placed more men than SJSU
In the Nationals, and we squeaked
by with a 22 to 18 victory? Or 1972
when the University of South Florida
with Tom Masterson and Tom Riggs
took two gold medals and scored 23
points? We won that year with 3 gold
medals and 30 points. 22-18 and 30-23.
Both Henry and Vince talk about

the "stars from Japan," "The Black
Belt National Champions" that
"clean up" for SJSU, and imply that
without these "champions in their
own right," we’d never have won a
thing.
Only total ignorance of the truth
could prompt such statements. The
first National Collegiate Championships were held in 1962, and each
year there have been six weight
David Long is the assistant coach
of the SJSU judo team.
classes . . . 15 X 6 equals 90. That
means we have fielded 90 players in
the past 15 years. During that time,
players of Japanese citizenry, who
were totally eligible under National
Collegiate rules, and were also used
by other schools, represented SJSU
a grand total of three times! Three
out of 90 competitors that
represented SJSU were from Japan.
And we have occasionally fought
against lower ranks, brown belts
and white belts? You bet we have! In
the 1971 Nationals at Berkeley, as a
185 pounder, I won the heavyweight
division by throwing a brown belt
. . . but he weighed 325 pounds (and
that’s not a misprint). So who cares
what color his belt was!
Vince’s second to last paragraph
is both untrue and rather sad. On
reading that Mr. Uchida doesn’t
teach (I was waiting for a 1:30-2:20
beginning judo class to warm up) I
questioned the class and found that
only two of them had not worked out
with the coach. And when I explained why I had asked, the entire
class laughed at the absurdity of it.
By the way, Mr. Uchida will be 57
next week.
And finally that he is "arrogant, cares only about winning, and not about the individual
players . ." In the spring of 1973,
when Vince went to the coach and
told him he needed money to finish
out the semester or would have to
drop out of school, Mr. Uchida
recommended him for, and Vince received, a $200 scholarship grant.
That may not sound like much,
but at the time, was approximately
10 per cent of our total scholarship
funds. Surely it was obvious at that
point, after three years of nonachievement, that Vince would
never be a champion, but he was a
hard worker, and he had a need, so
he got some assistance.
Then in Vince’s senior year,
-Sall sent one man in each division
to the Nationals, and since Vince
didn’t qualify as the best in his division, he didn’t go. (The player who
did go in that division, George
Kiyohara, won first place). I’m
sorry to hear you are bitter about
that, Vince.
I might also add that since then,
Vince went to Japan to study judo
for 18 months to try to prove the
coach wrong. Vince still has not won
any matches, which confirms again
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the coach was right.
Your last paragraph is as bad as
some of Henry’s whoppers! In 1970
there was a good crop of black belts,
about nine of whom were freshmen.
(Certainly not 20!)
Unfortunately, not everyone can
be the number one man in his division, and some of the "high school
national champions" found it difficult to make and keep up at practice.
It was easier to socialize and drink
beer, and eventually flunk out of
school. On the other hand, one of
those freshmen that you seem to
have forgotten, Vince, was Dan
Kikuchi, who eventually became the
first man ever to win three consecutive individual national titles.
In conclusion, gentlemen, you
ask "what kind of coach commands
such loyalty?" You imply that Mr.
Uchida is not well liked by our
yet we have one of the
alumni
strongest alumni groups in the
school! "Commands" is the wrong
word, Henry; the word is "creates."
Vince, ever heard these words of
the sage: "It is better to keep one’s
mouth shut and be thought a fool,
than to speak up, and remove all
doubt."
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Letters
Funds needed
for center
Editor:
Can I use soapy water on my
house plants? What is the "China
Syndrome?" Is solar power here for
today’s use?
Where do you go to get answers to
these and similar questions’ For
SJSU students and ,the ’et:immunitythe best bet is the Environmental
Information Center on campus. It
has been there when needed for
many years. Now it, like the environment, is threatened.
Today, interest in the environment is running at high tide both
from those who seek to protect it and
those who seek to avoid it. The topics
of the day are: weather, drought,
energy, snow there and lack of it
here, dams, Dow Chemical, the
omnipresent smog, and nuclear
energy
clean, safe and highly
questionable. The facts are
available at the Info Center to do a
term report, give a speech, write a
letter to congress, debate, cut your
P.G.&E. bill to avoid taking out a
loan, or save the Snail Darter from
extinction.
Ecology is not a new field. But it
is relatively recently that it has
caught the passion of our nation in
both directions. Topics change with
frightening regularity. Issues spring
up out of nowhere. Statistics change
daily. To begin to keep up with what,
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why, who, and where is a constant
battle, and yesterday’s statistics
aren’t good enough. Update is
critical in this field. Now, at this
critical time, the A.S. Council has
failed to include the center’s funding
in the proposed budget.
The Environmental Information
Center exists for people who have a
need, or desire, for the facts. It
charges no dues. There’s no
membership fee. It has survived
with the premise that the student
has a right to know. Without k&
funding there will be few new books
or magazines. Information will grow
old and outdated in a hurry.
The need for proper funding of
the center is imperative and
growing. Use of the facility is up this
year with more questions and more
need for accurate answers. I
strongly urge the council to realize
the need and fund the center. Compared to a lot of other campus activities, this one is cheap! If you can
appreciate the center, I urge you to
write to the council. One sentence
would help. Urge the funding!
As Chief Seattle wrote: "When
the buffalo are all slaughtered, the
wild horses all tamed, the secret
corners of the forest heavy with the
scent of many men, and the view of
the ripe hills blotted by talking
wires, where is the thicket? Gone!
Where is the eagle? Gone! And what
is it to say goodby to the swift and
the hunt, the end of living and the beginning of survival." This earth
needs people aware and concerned
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enough to change destiny. Fund the
center!
Robert Barry
Environmental Studies senior

Environment
center’s role
Editor:
In recent years, topics such as
solar energy andiwatereonseryation
have bekolde ’common items- of
discussion among citizens.
This is justly so, because the
issues the topics center around are
beginning to have an impact on
people’s lives and the choices they
make for the future.
Information concerning the
environment has also been changing
to update sources and make current
facts available.
The Environmental Information
Center is a place where this is
happening. It is a good source of
environmental information that we
have been paying for with our fees.
And it has been growing.
However, this information may
not stay accurate and collected for
very long. I am afraid the state of
the center may slowly deteriorate to
a point of being ineffective unless it
continues to be funded by the A.S. I
hope the council and President
Bunzel consider the important role
our Information Center has played
in supplying us with an educational
opportunity, and continue to let it do
so.
Lelean Jory
Environmental Studies senior

A.S. does not
represent us

Write us
The Spartan Daily encourages
your comments regarding editorials, comments, news stories or
anything you might have on your
mind.
Letters may be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by mail.
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Editor:
This letter is partially a response
to your editorial of March 17
regarding the A.S. executive salary
request, and partially a comment on
the A.S. Budget Committee meeting
of the same date.
As a volunteer at the Environmental Information Center on
campus, I was vitally concerned
with the hearing on the EIC budget
request for next year. I believe that
the EIC fills an important need, not
only to the SJSU student/faculty
community, but also to the San Jose
community in general.
Available to anyone who wishes
to use it, the EIC peovides a wealth
of resources that can be utilized for
research, action or informational
purposes. The idea that a request for
funding by a center that serves so
many students from so many
departments, ( as well as the community at large), would be denied,
never entered my mind. And yet,
this was the impression I was left
with after the budget committee
meeting, during which it was
suggested that the EIC seek outside
funding.
The above impression was not the
only one I was left with. Equally
disturbing were the actions of many
of the committee members who
found it necessary to talk among
themselves and repeatedly come
and go from the chambers during
the course of the hearing. And, as

the meeting progressed, it was
obvious that most minds were
already made up on this issue.’
As I later thought about the
meeting, I questioned the idea that,
the A.S. officers represent the viewn
of the entire student body for 11
knew they didn’t represent mine
nor those of many other studentst
that I know. And not only do they not
represent my views, they seem
unwilling to even attentively listen
to them.
It was at this point that I picked
up my Spartan Daily and, turning tc
page two, read your editorial on the
A.S. executive salary increase
request. Quite simply, I couldn’t
believe it!
Janet Heimann Cook
Social Science senior

’Joan of Arc’
praise due
Editor:
A Dean normally expresses his
thanks to the faculty and student
for exceptional contributions to th
university by means of a persona
letter. On this occasion, a persona
letter would be logistically im
possible, simply because I want t
say "thank you" to about 400 univer
sity students and faculty membe
who participated in the great per
formances of "Joan of Arc at th
Stake" in the San Jose Center for th
Performing Arts last Saturday an
Sunday evenings.
The large audiences were
themselves a tribute to the man.
members of the cast from the de
partments of Art, Music, Dance, and,
Theater. The technology as represented in the costuming, lighting,i
and staging left nothing to be
desired. The dance, and the vocal’
and instrumental music, were of impressively high quality. The soloists
and actors reflected the performance goals of the School of
Humanities and Arts.
As our first venture with a work
of such magnitude, performed in
San Jose’s magnificent auditoriurd,
this experience undoubtedly will.
lead us to continued efforts to share..
moreof our campus activities with
the entire community. For the mar*
hours of hard work, and for the
artistic and sympathetic treatment
of this great episode from history,:l
want to express the thanks not only
of this office but of the entire faculty
and students.
The willingness of all the cast to
present an additional performance
during the Spring holidays for the
Arts Conventions on April 3, as the
university’s contribution to the integrated arts and humanities educational programs in California,
represents an additional contribution in the finest tradition of the
university’s participation in the
state-wide community.
Our thanks, too, to the many
faculty and students of the university who supported this significant
venture by their attendance. I hope
that each of you will have shared in
the sense of elevation and inspiration which the work evoked in me.
Henry A. Bruinsma, Dean.]
School of Humanities
and the Arts
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Library plans approved by Trustees;
construction to begin late next year

Margaret Gylling stresses colors and patterns are important to Guatemalan

The library will be built
in the area now occupied by
the building and grounds
facility, Reserve Book
Room and Ethnic Studies
barracks.

Construction of the
179,000-square -foot structure is scheduled to begin
late next year, with occu-

Project underway
SJSU president John H.
Bunzel made a presentation Tuesday to the board’s

Gylling uses these
weavings in her textile
class as an illustration of
the different ways of manufacturing fabrics
She said by examining
the weavings the students
gain "an appreciation of
different cultures."
The weavings used in
the class were gathered
last summer in the villages
of Guatemala, she said.
"Most of the fabrics
came from the highlands of
Guatemala," she said. "I
bought them at various
marketplaces from the actual weavers."
She said that each
village has its own design
so it is possible to tell
"what village the native is
from by the clothing they
are wearing."
Family business
The manufacturing of
the weavings is strictly a
family business.
"The women use the
backstrap method which
produces fabrics that look
embroidered and the men
use the loom," shc said.
"Also the children are
taught how to weave at an
, early age."
The major difference
between the loom and the
backstrap is the equipment.
She said that the back strap is more portable than

It’s a slow process and a
native will weave a foot a
day or an inch an hour, she
said.

Something the Indians
have developed for themselves is the weaving
patterns and the method of
blending various colors.

blended a certain way to
please the spirits."
Gylling said the Indians
use different colors to express their own feelings,
like sorrow aabout death.
"But the Indians never
identify what colors are
happy or sad because it’s
all part of the mysticism
which is secret."
Another part of the
Indian’s mystical world is
their belief in the witch
doctor, who gives them
medicine and advice about
their problems, she said.

"This form of weaving
is unique and is not done in
many parts of the world
because of the large
amount of hand labor involved,"
Although the process is
time consuming the Indian
fabrics are very durable
and don’t need replacement as often as American
material, she said.

Dyed colors
One pattern is called
Ikat weaving which is when
variegated colors are dyed
into the yarn before it’s
woven, she said.

When Gylling was in
Guatemala she wanted to
become familiar with their
culture, not by going to the
witch doctor, but by learning backstrap weaving.

The reason Guatemalan
fabrics are more durable
than American is because
"their yarns are heavier,
and their weave structure
is closer, Gylling said.

imbedifthe

Slow process
"I took a weaving class
from a native teacher at
Lake Atitlan for two
weeks," she said. "I finished a little more than a
foot by the end of the
class."

various
The
Guatemalan weavings that
Gylling collected can be
seen in a display case in the
Home Economics building
along with the piece she
started at Lake Atitlan in
Guatemala.

the loom since all you need
to do is hang it on something stable. But the loom
is a stationary frame.
According to Gylling the
loom wasn’t originally part
of the Guatemalan culture
but was introduced "when
the Spanish conquered
South America."

The colors are
portant also, she said,
cause each one has a
ferent meaning for
Indians.

"They have happy and
sad colors which are

The SJSU Career Planning and Placement Office
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chairman I had a
responsibility to stay out of
it."
Willis, however, was
right in the middle of it
when he ran for department chairman re-election
in 1973 and lost by one vote.
Bunzel did not follow the
department’s recommendation and appointed
Willis to a second term
anyway in 1974.

(continued from page 1)
One man who has not
shown his private anguish
is Economics Department
Chairman James Willis,
who is being sued in two
separate lawsuits by former faculty members for
allegedly firing them for
their radical political
beliefs.
At times, Willis said he
has been "sorely tempted"
to talk to the press. "I
would have loved to get
facts on the record but as

To deal with the attacks
made on him that he is a

The NPPA chapter of
SJSU will hold its weekly
meeting 7 p.m in JC 101.
The speaker for this week
is Ted Strenshinsky, photographer for Time magazine and free lance photographer from the San
Francisco Bay Area.

will hold it’s spring Job
Round -Up at 10:15 a.m.
today in the S.C., second
level. Career information,
job listings, resume forms
and other give away information will be available. The Career Planning
and Placement staff will
answer questions and provide information.

New College will feature
speaker Assemblyman
John V asconcellos, D Calif., at noon Friday in
Barrack 7.

SIMS will meet today at
2 p.m. in the Almaden
Room. A program entitled,
"Governor of the Age of
Enlightenment to Speak,"
will be given.

Swami Nadabrahmananda, 80 -year -old
Indian music master, will
be in concert at noon Friday in the SU Music listening Room.

Campus Ambassadors
will hold a Bible Study
meeting today at 12:30 in
BC 101.

A.S. Leisure Services
will hold a meeting on

A meeting of the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship will be held at 7 p.m.
today in the Campus Christian Center.

Nonresident fees
to be increased

Appeal hearing
for McNerney
to reconvene

Nonresident tuition will
be hiked to $52.50 per unit
next semester, an increase
of $4.50 per unit.
The tuition rate for
foreign and out-of-state students is adjusted each year
to keep pace with the cost
of education, according to
Dr. Phillip Persky, foreign
student advisor.
The increase in tuition
will not greatly affect
foreign student enrollment,
Persky said.
"Overall, it costs about
$5,000 a year for a foreign
student to study here," he
explained. "A hundred
dollars here or there won’t
be a critical factor."

The grievance hearing
for Thomas McNerney,
associate professor of administration of justice, will
reconvene at 8 a.m. tomorrow in Adm. 167.
The hearing is open to
interested students and
staff.
McNerney is appealing
the decision that was made
not to rehire him for the
1977 fall term.
The faculty committee
to hear the grievance is
made up of Dr. Shirley
Hopkinson, professor of
librarianship, Dr. Alice
Scofield, professor of
English and secondary
education, and Dr. Paul
Andriese, associate professor of biological sciences.

"puppet" of the administration, Willis said, "I
try to put it in perspective
and not personalize it, as
much as possible."
When asked if the personnel committee, which
makes retention, promotion and tenure decisions, should continue to
have outside membership,
Willis replied, "I have
never seen a personnel
committee function more
effectively."

The Gay Student Union
will have a desert pot -luck
dinner at 8 tonight in the
Almaden Room.

Public administration
decision postponed

The Northern California
Committee for Conference
on World Situation will hold
a conference on, "The
World Situation, War,
Revolution and Internationalist Tasks of the
American People," at 10
a.m. Saturday in the U.C.
Berkeley Pauley ballroom.
A car pool will leave from
10th and San Fernando
streets at 8:45 a.m.

Although no one can say
with any certainty the
troubles are over, most of
the faculty interviewed
said they at least hoped it
had come to an end.
"It’s over," said Garnet "There is a resignation
more or less that we have
to work within parameters."
War images were used
by Knudsen to describe his
feelings on the subject:
"I think effectively the
turmoil is over because one
side got beaten. When the
battle’s over, that’s it.
We’re not just sitting here
like panthers waiting for a
false move. We prefer just
to do our business and
teach our classes.
"I like it quiet," he said.
Lee had a different
interpretation of the quiet
mood of the department.
"Things are quieter like
they’re quieter in a jail,"
he said. "The question of
who controls the university
has been around since the
Middle Ages so these
battles you’ve been hearing
about are just a continuation.
"All along I have seen
the administration has the
bigger billy club."

Spartan Gilt dens will
hold an informal seminar
at 11 a.m. Saturday at
Mitierra Community Garden, South 10th Street.

The proposal for a public administration concentration in political science
went before the Curriculum Committee Monday,
but discussion was cut
short and a possible decision postponed.
The proposal was far

Despite the immediate
costs of the solar-heating
system, Bunzel estimated
the state will recoup its expenditures by saving on
energy costs during the life
of the library. According to
design plans, the library
will meet 70 to 80 per cent
of heating needs, and 90 to
95 per cent of cooling needs
from the special system.
Bunzel called the
trustees’ affirmative vote a
culmination of 12 years
work on a new library by
SJSU interests.
Educational system
"A library is the heart
of any good educational
System," Bunzel said.
Critics of the proposed
two -library plan have
claimed the addition of
another library building
will lead to confusion and
frustration for users who
will have to search two
buildings for a book.
The administration has
answered by saying there
will be no problems.
Science books, reserve
books and periodicals will
be housed in the existing
library, while most other
books will go into the new
building.

CIRCUS

down on the committee’s
agenda, and discussion on
it had barely begun when
the meeting was adjourned, according to Leslie Janke, committee chairman.
Janke said the item will
be first on the agenda at the
committee’s next meeting.
April 11.

ADULT BOOKS
Magazines-Novelties
Films-Books
Rooms for
Private Movies
167 E. Santa Clara
San Jose, Ca.
998-9470
we aim to please

Faire offers
information
for writers
Students in Journalism
170 will participate in a
general interest magazine
Marketing Faire today
from 11 a.m. to 1:45 p.m. in
JC 117.
The class has written to
magazine publishers asking for information on what
material the magazines
are seeking in terms of content and style, as well as
payment for the writers.
Every magazine category from auto magazines
to political journals and
specialized publications
will be included.
The faire is free and
open to the public.
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1

2
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Tune-up
Set tuning
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Adjust valves
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14 Check transmission fluid add
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intramural tennis 2:30 p.m.
Friday, in the Student Program and Services Office,
Old Cafeteria.

In the long run,
however, the foreign student from a "grass roots"
background will not be able
to afford an American
education and only those
from rich families will
enroll at SJSU, Persky
said.
"Out-of-state students
have an advantage over
foreign students," Persky
said. "Once they become of
legal age and live here for a
year, they become residents (and pay only the
regular fees)."
There are currently 705
foreign students and 371
out-of-state students at
SJSU.

The state Department of
Finance last November approved a $600,000 allocation
in support of the library’s
unique built-in form of
solar heating and cooling.
The system will be incorporated into the outside
walls of the structure,
which critics have contended will make the
massive building unattractive.

These eight have over 49 years
combined experience serving
college-trained people.

Bishop
Carroll &-) 1918
III295 4371

campus briefs

Trouble-plagued Econ Dept.
happy with quiet atmosphere

spartaguide
The Spartan Daily
Alumni Club will meet at
12:30 p.m. Friday in the
Spartan Pub. Business will
include initiation of new
members, election of new
president and the foosball
tourney. For more information, call 266-9605.

Funding for the structure, to cost $10.9 million, is
included in the governor’s
budget 6-- the next fiscal
year, according to Chuck
Davis, spokesman for the
board. The major portion
of the cost will be incurred

in the 1978-79 fiscal year.
John Pflueger of San
Francisco is the project
architect; Marquis Associates of San Francisco is
the consulting firm
Pflueger received
$150,000 to prepare the
schematic plans for the
library, which will be the
largest -scale university
solar-heated library in the
nation, according to Bunzel.

weaving

Guatemala weavings provide
insight into culture, heritage
By Nancy Steffen
A woven piece of fabric
is more than just strands of
yarn. It’s a form of expression and an insignt into
the different cultures
around the world.
Guatenialan weavings
do just that by telling about
the people’s beliefs, feelings and heritage, according to Margaret
Gylling, associate professor of home economics.

campus planning committee. Bunzel urged the
board to get the project
underway as soon as possible.

pancy expected in September, 1980.

By David Koenig
Architectural plans for
the proposed five-story,
solar-heated library in the
center of campus were
given unanimous approval
by the CSUC Board of Trustees yesterday in Long
Beach.
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COLLEGE LIFE
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Call for appointment:

FLEX

Flexible Programs End Hours

That one of them can help you
start your life insurance
program without a medical
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until you start working
full-time!
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Dorm food
meal plan
evaluated

By Kendrick Walters
Two changes that could
affect the eating habits of
dorm residents are being
considered by the housing
office and Spartan Shops.
A plan to give residents
the option of eating in the
Dining Commons on
weekends and a survey to
see if students would prefer
an increase of $56 in dorm
fees or give up the use of
their meal cards in the S.U.
cafeteria are being worked
on according to Harry
Wineroth, manager of
Spartan Shops.
If dorm residents give
up use of the S.U. cafeteria,
fees will be increased no
more than $14.
If approved, the
weekend meal plan would

to Cordell Koland, head of
the housing office, Wineroth said, so he expects
support to be high.
A "small nucleus" of
Japanese students and
instructors from El Salvador, who live in the dorms,
presently eat weekend
meals in the commons,
Wineroth said.
Prices increase
"They will help the
whole program," ht said.
"But by themselves they
are not enough. More attendance will be needed.

were offered on the
weekend for approximately f2 each.
The program was discontinued after eight weeks
because of low attendance.
Wineroth said.
Approximately 300
students were needed per
meal to break even, but according to Wineroth only 75
to 80 normally attended.
The break even point for
the new plan is yet to be determined, he said.
The program is based
on student requests made

give residents the choice of
three meals a day, five
days a week, which they receive presently, or a 19meal plan that would offer
two meals on Saturdays
and Sundays along with the
weekly meals, Wineroth
said.
First stage
"It’s just in the ’put
together’ stages right
now," Wineroth said,
though he expects the
program to be approved
and put into effect by this
fall.
This idea is similar to a
meal program that was
used in the fall of 1974,
Wineroth said, when meals

"With the price of food
going up, it’s getting
tougher and tougher to eat
on the outside," he said. "It
(eating in the commons)
cuts down the flexibility
but it could save them
money."
Wineroth didn’t know
what the 19-meal plan will
cost, as it will be determined later.
This higher rate would
be in addition to any increase in dorm fees the
housing office may impose,
depending on the results of
their survey.
Lorraine David, assistant manager of the Dining
Commons, said that the $56

figure isn’t accurate.
However Wineroth
stated that this amount was
figured out by a group consisting of Koland and
representatives for
Auxiliary Enterprises.
Koland was unavailable
for comment.
According to Wineroth,
the increase is needed to
cover rising expenses.
Discontinuing the use of
meal books in the Student
Union would compensate
for these extra expenses,
Wineroth said, because it
would make it easier to
determine how many students would attend each
meal, thus less food would
be wasted.
Between 200 and 800
meals are eaten in the

GOOD TIMES GUIDE

IMF

Student Union by students
using meal books each day,
according to Emil Estopare, manager of the
Commons.
Despite this, student
reaction seems to be in
favor of losing the union
privilege to keep dorm fees
lower.
"The money is more important than the option,"
according to Business
major Mike Kipp. "If it’s
going to save $40 or so I can
do without it."
Billy Pugh, Administration of Justice sophomore agreed.
"We are paying too
much as it is," he said. "I’d
rather eat in the Dining
Commons than lose money
(Continued on page 8)
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2 for 1 Special
House Specialties
* Sweetpea Burger
* Toar Burger
* Olive Oyl Burger
* Persian Burger big and delicious
* Lots more to choose from
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Hot and Cold Sandwiches
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Soup and Salad Specials
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50 Unovetsity Ace,, Los Gato
Phone 354,0700

Carlo

Manufacturer of
ravioli
Imported delicatessen
We cater
28 E. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, Ca
293-6240

Discount Passes available
6 Shows for $10.

CINEMA 354-0965

OPEN: 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Featuring George Lydon, formerly
with the most famous ice cream in
San Francisco, Bud’s Ice Cream.
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Symphony

Friday March 25

CALIFORNIA

under the direction of George Cleve

presents

An Dening of Mahler and Mozart

1185W. EL CAMINO REAL
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DELICIOUS CHINESE CUISINE
in Sunnyvale

(including Jeremiah
Johnson and Bullittl

St’

Dave Walker from Savoy Brown
and Fleetwood Mac
Greg Douglas from Hot Tuna
Skip Olsen from Quicksilver
Chris Poulson from
Tommy Bolin Band

Read Today’s Personals!
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"A unique Chinese restaurant
specializing in Mandarin &
Szeduan Cuisine."
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Tonight

WE’RE LOCATED AT:
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(Comer of Stevens Creek
south of Valley Fair)
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Our Shoppe Jewelry 1/2 off

Buy any 2 fountain items,
pay only for the higher priced one.

*

Breakfast
Lunch Dinner

Vickie’s Jewelry -20% off on gold, silver chains
We accept BankAmericard, First National, & Master Charge.
Yes, we take personal checks.

2 FOR 1 SPECIAL
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Terry Spellman glances down the ranks of her squad making sure everyone is present and accounted for at the end of a long Saturday’s operations

Wielding a stick of olive paint, the hand of a male comrade camouflages the face
of Terry Spellman. prior to simulated combat maneuvers

Scraping and pulling across
tender cheeks, a stick of olive
camouflage paint completed the
transformation from college coed to battle-wise Ranger. For
seven female SJSU Army ROTC
cadets, a weekend of infantry
operations at Camp Roberts also
meant a curious working relationship with 34 male cadets.
Laboring from Friday to Sunday on seven hours sleep, members of the volunteer Ranger
program held their training exercises (one of three a semester)
with San Jose National Guard
troops.
At the Army base 10 miles
north of Paso Robles, the students were given a taste of combat leadership with the use of
brain-rattling chases in armored
personnel carriers, midnight
sneak attacks, and blank ammunition.
Originally all SJSU cadets
were scheduled to stay in
separate areas of one barracks.
But Captain Charles Lieb said
SJSU ROTC officials were concerned about the possible reaction of National Guard personnel housed nearby as they had
not worked with female cadets
before.
"They didn’t know what to do

with us," Brigade Commander
Becky Chambers said referring
to last-minute confusion of Camp
Roberts officials. Finally barracks with private rooms were
found Friday night for the female
cadets on the opposite end of the
garrison from the men.
Although women cadets feel
they are treated equally in their
military science classes, they are
the subject of a variety of male
attitudes on the battlefield.
"Guys keep thinking we’re
treated too easy on operations,"
said Lynnette Campbell, East
Asian studies junior.
Campbell sees herself and
other female cadets as working
hard to avoid living up to the
stereotype of the "frail woman."
When a female cadet allows herself to show a weakness stereotyped as female, "she’s pounced
upon" by male cadets even
though the men get away with the
same thing, she said.
Beth Thomas, senior in the
ROTC program, observed that
many females jump at the
chance "to prove a point" to the
males.
"If you can do it, I can do it,"
Thomas said.
She sees where the resulting
competition between female and

male cadets works for the good of
the brigade with each person concentrating on self-improvement.
Despite regrets of the double
standard treatment by male
cadets, Chambers says she
doesn’t "want to be treated like
just one of the guys."
The administration of justice
senior would rather be seen as an
individual soldier without the
pressure of being stereotyped.
Chambers explained that males
wouldn’t want to be treated like
"one of the gals" in a female
Army.
Since 1973, when women were
allowed into the upper division
sequence of the Army ROTC program, Chambers has seen male
attitudes change. At first she encountered outright negative attitudes concerning women in the
program.
Now as acceptance of women
in ROTC has grown, Chambers
has seen most male attitudes
change toward more lenient
treatment of women cadets.
Chambers claims the present
attitudes fall short of the woman
cadet’s goal of being treated as
an individual. She would now
settle for being viewed as "one of
the boys rather than an overly
pampered female."

Dana Eyre (upper left) and Lynnette
Campbell scan the countryside for
signs of the enemy while defend
ing a small ridge during ROTC
maneuvers at Camp Roberts. Becky
Chambers fright) uses tightly woven braids to keep her for g hair
from being damaged in war games.

Photos and text by

Kurt Ellison
With mock fatigue to hurry and gibe female cadets, Bill Gere waits his turn to use the la
trine then occupied by women cadets
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Piraro tops at hot corner box
By Rich Freedman
Standing alongside a
thin white line, Sam Piraro
gestures his arms as
thongh he’s suffering from
acute psoriasis.
Moments later, he
waves frantically like the
propellors on a World War I
bi-plane. Soon after, Piraro
lies firmly on the ground,
looking likes participant in
a grass eating marathon.
Before calling the mental hospital, let it be known
that Piraro’s rather
unorthodox movements are
required of his vocation as
third base coach for the
SJSU varsity baseball
team.
And if his style seems
strange, his looks are even
more unusual.
In fact, the merry 5-foot9 Italian with a Cheshire
cat grin and weasel face
would probably look more
at home standing on a
street corner grinding out
organ music while a monkey ventures with a tin cup.
But a coach’s appearance and a coach’s
performance are two different stories.
Piraro is only 25 years
old, but has coached at
SJSU since the ripe old age
of 20. And it wasn’t because
he failed at playing the
game.
Piraro batted .328 and
made all -league in his two
seasons on the Spartan
junior varsity team in ’72
and ’73.
Unfortunately for him,
the following season the
varsity was loaded with
talent and he was cut.
Piraro’s ambition was
to become a coach, but
varsity head skipper Gene
Menges wound the clock a
little faster than Piraro
anticipated.
The fiery Piraro was a
senior at SJSU taking 17
units when the Spartan JV

SJSU skein
now eight
Rich Guardino’s towering three-run homer
paved the way for
SJSU’s 5-4 win over the
University of Oregon
yesterday at Municipal
Stadium.
It was the Spartans’
eighth straight win
SJSU hosts Portland
State today at 2:30.

coach quit. Menges asked
Piraro to take over the
reins and he jumped at the
opportunity.
"I paid a lot more attention to baseball than
studies," Piraro recalled.
"With me, baseball was always first."
And first is what the
rookie coach’s team
finished, recording a
phenomenal 26-4 ledger
with stars that included
present varsity players
Rich Guardino and Jay
Peryam.
The following two years
his teams were 21-18 and
24-20.
Menges then made two
coaching staff changes,
adding Piraro and former
Santa Clara pitcher and
coach Jerry McClain.
Ironically, Piraro’s
former roommate, Mark
Carroll is now coach of the
junior varsity.
Although not an easy
one at first, Piraro
welcomed the shot at working with varsity players.
"I’d say my biggest
adjustment was recognizing my position as assistant coach," Piraro said.
"I had to realize I didn’t
have the power to make all
the decisions anymore.
"But," he noted,
"Gene’s been very receptive to my and Jerry’s
ideas."
Piraro’s responsibility,
he said, is teaching fundamentals, but he admittedly
has made some foul-ups in
his rookie season.
In a game against Stanford, Piraro waved Tony
Biondi home from second
base on a shallow single to
right field.
The throw to the plate
was so far ahead of the runner, the Cardinals’ catcher
could’ve found a parking
space on the SJSU campus
and returned to tag Biondi
out.
"I blew it and
apologized to Menges,"
Piraro recalled. "He told
me to forget it and said ’I
would’ve done the same
thing.’
"I know he wouldn’t
have, but that’s the kind of
guy Gene is."
Piraro said he’s always
got along with the players,
noting only olvt instance of
rebellion.
"In my first year as JV
coach I cut a black player
and he accused me of being
a racist," Piraro said. "He
later apologized."
When it comes to stringent rules, Piraro is a
player’s best friend.
"I don’t care how the
players’ hair looks," the
curly -locked and

MILPITAS HONDA
This ad is good for 10% discount
for parts or service
during April, 1977.
(One per customer)

260 S. MAIN ST., MILPITAS
263-6060
STORE HOURS:Mon -Fri 9-8
SERVICE DEPT. Tues. Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 9-6
Mon. Et Wed. 9-8

LOW COST
Auto Insurance
for College Students
289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE
SAN JOSE

91 Paseo de San Antonio
San Jose, CA 95113
(.-lust Off intersection of 3rd and San Antonio,

near P 0 Substation)

mustachioed Piraro said.
"Hell, look at me. I’m a
freak."
As for fraternizing with
the players, Piraro remarked, "If I go into a
nightclub and see one of the

players, heck, I’ll buy him
a beer."
Although he said he’s
been involved in plenty of
exciting games, few stand
out as much as when he
played for P.A.L. in Palo

Alto while a high school
senior.
With his team trailing,
3-1, in the ninth inning,
Piraro crashed a three-run
homer.
"We eventually lost, but
it was still my biggest
thrill." he said proudly.
Piraro, born and raised
in San Jose, said he’ll seek
a masters degree in physical education and health
science next fall at SJSU.
His goal is to be head
baseball coach at a major
college.
"Coaching in the pros is
unrealistic," he said.
"They go for the big names
and I’m a peon."
Piraro said he’d like to
remain in the area, but as a
bachelor with "no big financial debt," he’d pursue
work elsewhere.
"I don’t know what I’d
do if I weren’t coaching,"
he said of his first love.
"You’d go to Reno and
take over Mustang
Ranch," kidded an interrupting Mark Carroll.
Piraro smiled devilishly, perhaps contemplating
Carroll’s suggestion.
He did mention his life is
coaching, but never said it
had to be baseball players.

Spartan Classic previewed

Underdogs: USF UOP
By Rich Freedman
Although their records
are significantly different,
the University of the Pacific and University of San
Francisco will play the
same role in the Spartan
underBaseball Classic
dog.
The talk of the tournament has been Arizona,
This is the fourth of a
Six-part series on the Spartan Baseball Classic.
San Diego State and Stanford, but UOP coach Tony
Stubbs believes there are
no clear-cut favorites, at
least not from this state.
"In California baseball,
nobody can take anybody
for granted," the Tigers 13year coach said.
"But I guess Arizona
would be the odds-on favorite."
UOP is 18-10 overall
and 8-7 in the Northern
California Baseball Association.
"Our pitching will stand
up in the tournament,"
Stubbs insisted, "Although
it will be a big step up in
competition.

"Pitching has definitely
been our strong point," he
said. "Our losses have
mostly been low-scoring
and by only a run or two."
The Tigers’ three top
hurlers are all southpaws.
Matt Nichols (4-2, 0.88
ERA), Dan Swansons (3-2,
1.031 and Sid Church (4-2,
2.28) have all pitched
superbly, according to
Stubbs.
Leading batsmen for
UOP are Frank Halverson,
.330, Mark Dietrick, .305
and Mike Cronin, .304.
One problem Stubbs will
face is when to throw his
best pitchers. The Tigers’
contests against SJSU
Monday and against USF
Friday during the Classic
are also league match -ups.
"We’ll have to throw our
best pitchers in the league
games," Stubbs said,
which is bad news for the
Spartans and Dons.
What’s worse for UOP is
two league
it plays
games against USF this
coming Sunday, only a day
before the Spartan Classic.
"We have 13 pitchers,"
Stubbs said, "But can only
take a 23-man roster to the

Defending judo titlists
host college nationals

101111.460Sisse.,
-01$1.
An admitted "freak," SJSU third base coach Sam Piraro is
shown in a rare mellow moment at a recent game

By Russell Ingold
SJSU will be the site of
the national collegiate judo
championships for the first
time in ten years this
Saturday. More importantly, SJSU is in sight
of the championship for the
16th time in 16 years, and
the home gym advantage
certainly won’t hurt.
The only previous occasion on which the nationals were held in San
Jose was in 1967, title year
#6. The Spartans are hoping for a sellout crowd
Saturday to cheer them
past strong challengers
Indiana, USC, and Cumber-

Swim championships
beckon Spartan pair
Gary Krage and Brian
McKinley will represent
the Spartans in the NCAA
swimming championships
today through Saturday in
Cleveland.
There was a question as
to how the swimmers
would have their trip financed, but never a question as to whether they’d
go.
"They will go to the nationals, even if I have to
sell my car," coach Shone
Azarfar promised them
earlier in the year.
Friday will mark the beginning of competition for
both. McKinley will enter
the 100-yard backstroke,
and Krage the 100-yard
breaststroke.
Saturday Krage will
swim in the 200 -yard
breaststroke,
For the two, it will comprise totally different
experiences. McKinley, a
senior, will be making his
fourth trip, the first three
coming 1973-75 while at
UCLA.
Krage became the first
Spartan swimmer to
qualify for the nationals
last year, but had to read
about them in the newspaper, since there were no
funds to make the trip.
Krage is the PCAA
record -holder in both races
he’ll swim, as well as twotime champion.
Krage is aiming to
make the finals in both
races, especially the 200yarder. He predicted a high

2:05 or low 2:06 for the
race.
The funding to send the
pair to Ohio came through
contributions, which were
funneled through the
Spartan Foundation.
McKinley will bring to a
close a career which, with
more favorable conditions,
could have meant a berth
on the U.S. Olympic team.
However, McKinley not
only swims and attends
classes, but he must help
support his wife, who also
works, by singing two
nights a week in a bar.
McKinley’s appearance
on this year’s team was
after a one-year layoff, and
was "because I missed the
competition," McKinley
noted.

McKinley, 23, comes
from a family of swimmers, which moved to
Santa Clara from southern
California so that the
youngsters could swim
under George Haines at
Santa Clara High, and
Haines later took over at
UCLA while McKinley was
there.
The former U.S.
Olympic coach rated
McKinley among the top
six backstrokers in the nation, if he trained full-time.
McKinley came out to
the team with the understanding that his work and
studies would have to come
first, and he only trains
about half as much as the
rest of the squad.

land College of Kentucky.
"The competition will
be very fast and tough,"
coach Yosh Uchida said.
"All the good competitors
will be there. None of them
will be less than championship caliber."
Each of the 45 schools
across the United States
which have indicated interest in participation in
the meet are permitted to
enter one member in each
of the six weight divisions.
SJSU will send the
maximum of six for the 139,
154, 165, 176, 205 and heavyweight classes. Four of
those six (Keith Nakasone,
David Fukuhara, Brewster
Thompson, and Shawn
Gibbons) were first-place
finishers in the AAU
western regionals, an unrelated competition, on
March 12.
Leonard Urso will be the
Spartan 165-pounder and
Mike Stubblefield the 176
man, completing the SJSU
squad.
"Every one of our
players has the capacity to
win in his division," assistant coach Dave Long said.
"That won’t happen,
because some have good
days and some bad."
"It’s a totally individual
thing," Long added. "We
practice together, breathe
together, and think together as a team, but when
it comes right down to it,
it’s one-on-one on the mat.
"It’s really unpredictable and dependent on the
player’s condition. Maybe
he’s psyched up, or else
scared of his opponent, or
maybe he’s hurt all these
are crucial factors."

BIRKENSTOCKS DON’T FIT LIKE
SHOES. THEY DON’T FIT LIKE SANDALS.
THEY FIT LIKE FOOTPRINTS.

Gibbons will have to unseat defending champion
Terry Meeler of USC to win
the heavyweight crown,
but he has the advantage of
competing in the class
which will have the fewest
number of entrants.
Fukuhara has the misfortune of competing in the
154-pound category, which
will probably have the
most contestants from
throughout the U.S. Fukuhara will therefore have to
participate in, and win,
several more matches than
Gibbons will.
Even among his teammates, Fukuhara had a
tough battle to fight. But he
was chosen by Uchida to
represent the Spartans
over Mike Burbridge, Rod
Collins, and Mike Kessler,
the latter being sidelined
with an injured knee.

tournament, which will
limit our pitching staff to
eight.
"We’re looking forward
to it (the tourney)," he
said, promising "We’ll be
competitive."
Competitive is something USF has rarely been
this season.
Dante Benedetti, in his
14th year as head coach,
has painfully seen his team
win only eight of 32 games.
The Dons were recently
swept three games by
SJSU, but showed some
ability by getting 10 hits in
the 9-3 opening loss.
But USF lost the next
game 7-3 before Spartan
Jeff Nowotny finished them
off in the last contest, 3-1.
Fortunately for Benedetti, he can often forget
his team’s woes and channel his thoughts to his Italian restaurant at North
Beach in San Francisco.
Hopefully, the restaurant’s food is better than
the Dons’ record.
Tickets for the Spartan
Baseball Cla.istc are on
sale at the At.iletic Ticket
Office in the Men’s Gym.
Tournament passes are
$10 for adults, $5 for students, youths 13-18, senior
citizens and servicemen.
and $2 for children under
13.
Daily tickets, good for
that day’s four games, are
$2 for adults, $1 for students and youths 13-18, and
75 cents for those under 13
For more information,
call SJSU Ticket Director
Jack Mogg at 277-3241.

Net team
to face
Tigers
Coming off a disheartening defeat against
Fresno State last week the
SJSU women’s tennis team
beat Chico State 7-2
Saturday at Chico.
The Spartans who have
accumulated a 6-1 dual
meet record will try to keep
their winning streak going
when they meet the University of the Pacific in Stockton today at 2 p.m.

The eliminations will
begin at 10:30 a.m. Saturday and will continue until
4 p.m. The final rounds in
the Spartan gym start at 7
and will last approximately
two hours.

COPIES
3c

overnight

no minimum

KINKO’S

123 S 31 Si

2954336

Add Army
ROTC to
your program
and you automatically add
management
training to
your resume.

With most sandals and shoes you need a close fit SO

your foot won’t slip around
But with Birkenstocks, you keep the straps loose, so
you feet can move comfortably Yet they won’t slip around
or fall off The cork innersole is molded to fit your feet
It feels like walking on a smooth beach
If you need more convincing, ask someone who wears
them, Then come see us and try on a footprint of your own
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Build ,our own Pastromi, Roast Beef, Ham,
or Submarine Sandwich from oar sandwich bar
60C WITH THIS AD
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(FORMERLY HEROLD’S)
60S. 1st St., San Jose, 292-4864
Hours: Mon. ’Sat. 9:30-5:30

Army ROTC
Two-Year
Program.
Think green.

Lonely Saturday nights

WJM cans Mary
By Geene Rees
and Boydine Hall
Mary Richards hit the
unemployment line Saturday night as Mary Tyler
Moore will soon begin to
compete with Lucille Ball
for the queen of reruns.
At exactly 8:00 perched
next to the popcorn, we prepared ourselves for the last
Mary Tyler Moore Show.
For the past seven
years, the prospect of not
having a date on Saturday
night was the least of our
worries. We knew MTM
would be on. Then again
there were some Saturday
nights when it would have
been better to be at home.
Of course, MTM, like "I
Love Lucy," will become a
gold mine for the syndication market, but MTM
will never have the crisp
impact to be a part of our
Saturday nights again.
During the radar range
commercial, we
reminisced about the incredibly funny eqisodes of
when Georgette and Ted
were married, Mary’s

"lousy parties," Rhoda’s
and Phyllis’ constant
bickering, Lou’s drinking
habit, Sue Anne’s sexually
blatant innuendos and
Murray’s "averageness."
Mary Tyler Moore kept
us company, made us
laugh and grew to be one of
our best friends. Each of
the characters was real;
they had their good and bad
points. They had their on
and off days and could have
easily been you or I nextdoor neighbor.
The final episode Saturday night brought tears to
our eyes (and those around
us) as everyone but Ted
was fired from WJM. Mary
explained to her newsroom
friends that they had become her family because
each of them cared and
loved her.

M’I’M presented the
public with classics such as
the death of Chuckles the
clown, Betty Ford’s cameo
appearance, Sue Anne
fooling around with Lars
and Lou and Mary trying to
date.
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what’s happening

An Evening With the Royal
Ballet will be shown Friday and Saturday at the
Gatos Theater, 41 N.
Santa Cruz Ave., Los
Gatos.

It is unusual for a series
to end without a cancellation note from the network, especially a series
with such popularity. But
this seems to be Mary
Tyler Moore’s style (she
left Dick Van Dyke series
at the peak of its popularity).

Not to slight sport and
boat shows, but last weekend’s great alternative lifestyle adventure was a real
downer.
The show was conducted March 17 through 29, in
the infamous San Francisco Civic Center Brooks
Hall Auditorium, where the
Unions are suspected of
convening.

(Comment
People swarmed
through the show, which
seemed like a serious gag
on environmentalism.
Perhaps if organizers
:.Gene Farb, Toni Blair and
Stan Politi could find a less
atrocious environment for
the Second Annual New
Earth Exposition, it would
be less revolting.
.
Revolting is strong language for an insignificant
heap of promotional hype.
But there it was, sicken.ingly docile, offering little
: That could be misconstrued
as informative, and even
that was hidden in a myre
’’of little "alternative lifestyle" promo-booths.
One of the lost fountains
of information was a display created by SJSU’s
Center for Solar Energy
Applications.
It stood amidst pyramid
’power booths, a promo.tional display for Coors
, beer, and outdoor life exhi" bits - to name a few of the
’earth-shaking "alternative
-.lifestyle" productions.
Speaking of alternative
lifestyles, an interesting
characteristic of the exposition was that there
were no minorities to be
seen, particularly no
blacks.

tains, in the corner of the
auditorium. Aitken had to
shout over the waves of
sound elicited by the exposition crowd.

Thursday night’s crowd
was estimated at 10,000,
and Friday night easily
equalled that.

COMPARE

Yet, there were at least
some positive aspects to
the expo. For instance, it
offered several lecture/slide shows, for the avidly
interested.
SJSU’s Dr. Don Aitken
presented an hour-long
"solar overview," depicting the role of direct solar
energy utilization.
Aitken. who lit the burners under the university administration to produce a
70 per cent solar-heated
dorm hot water project,
said that solar energy systems do not need to rely on
"new technology," but still
had failed to gain popularity because of inadequate
government interest.
Aitken offered something of what I had hope to
see much of in the show.
But, instead, his presentation was tucked away
behind 40-foot-high red cur-

aur
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The Last Days:

What on the Earth is going to happen?

announcements

::

KUNG FU, WOMEN’S SELFDEFENSE, & various mental Er
physical training programs are
available at the Institute of Psy
cho-Physical Development. Inc.
(a non-profit organization). Full
time students get a 15% discount
on all classes For information on
specific courses, call 293-6611 or
write or drop by: 325 S. 1st St.,’
4th Floor, San Jose.
LEARN TO FLY -solo $250. Private.
commercial. instrument
Call
Rick Revak at 969-0826.
PEER DROP IN CENTER is the one
place on campus where you can
always find warm friendly & open
people to talk to. Stop by & see
us soon. Open 10-5 M-Th & 10-3
on Friday. Located in the Diablo
Room, 3rd floor Student Union.
Bi-sexual rep group, Mondays 6-8
p.m., Diablo Room in the Student lino on Come share your eu.
periences and discuss doe
pleasures and problems associated with being bisexual, in a
supportive atmosphere. Sponsored by the Peer Drop-In
Center.

DEAR STUDENTS: Your insurance
man in the campus for all your insurance needs; auto, home,
renters, life, health. If you are not
already w STATE FARM call me
for appt in my office or your
place or in the carnpus. We get
together to give you better
coverage, for less money. Morn
Star 1253-32771 Narngo Star
1446-36491
For a better sandwict, moiet tututron. smooth., carrot juice Et
delicious crepes. 126 E San
Salvado,.
Hondo 73’ CL 175 Ex. cond. Just
overhauled. Street Et dirt $348).
Eves. after 510267-2087.
CHICKENS: 15 VVhite Leghorns.
Fertile, Brown-Layers Complete
with Rooster b Feeders. Make
offer 14081287-0643
U.

!

automotive

All
VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
work guaranteed Free house
calls in central S.J. Tune up including parts from 522. Car
buretors rebuilt from S17. Also
other work brakes, electrical.
engines rebuilt, etc. Diagnosis &
appraisal service for prospective
VW buyers. Phone Dan at
293.4616 evenings.
CORY ’ENTERPRISES AUTO
BODY 663 N. King Rd. /7.
926-4418. Quality Work at Reasonable Rates. Hood Scoops Et
Fender Flares Moulded. Free Estimates
70 Austin America, auto trans.
29700 moles, radio, vinyl top, very
clean $695. C.245-2995.

LAB TECH I
City of San Jose
IF T and P -TI Requires maior on
chemistry of related held, or one
year of Lab exp. Apply: Employ
ment Office Rm 207, City Hall,
801 N. First St. San Jose CA
95110. Formal applications re
. quired by 3-16-77.
Manager. Part time now
full time summer. Excellent Pay
Green Thumb Lawn Service.
249-9110.

’75 Pinto 4 speed, tape w/Jensen
speakers MUST SELL $2200
292-2816
88 VW NSW rebuilt engine. Good
condition Must sell. 81200 or
best offer. Call 629-0545 IS))
10 Ford Cortina 4 spd., tape, rum
strong, 8525 or offer. Call
282-2032 anytime.
1988 VW Bug (Berg.) good cent
lion 9850 Call Martine Prieto,
Stanford Campus. 415-321-1071.
68 NM, Robs. Eng New Tires. Ex
Cond Radio Only 4930 275 1568
AFT 4 or WEND
74 Doom Van, 8300 Royal Sports
men, V8 P/S P/B, posi, headers
Holley, Edelbrock 64395

March 26th 7:pm
San Jose State U. Campus
Morris Dailey Auditorium
all seats free

Zedorlde

SEE-EVo

qccent grts
High quality artist chairs of dark
r finished wood available at Accent Arts.
Canvas seat and back can also be
printed with S.J.S.U. college
emblem and colors. $31.00

entertainment

::

:

FRIDAY FLICKS bungs you the
Walt Disney production of
PETER PAN, a feature-length
cartoon with an appeal for every
one Morns Dailey 3.25, 81.

S.

1.1

fa sale

help wanted

D6 YOU HAVE month lett Over at
the end of the money? Turn the
tables with extra income from
interesting part time work We
show you how. Phone for
appointment 732-5224. Between
7.9pm

222-8008.

Night of Miracles
With Mario Murillo & Chalice

Gloria Grotjan

WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA
SET: 24 volumes IA ZI, including
a 2 volume dictionary 1971 edi
son, but all info still up-to-date
Excellent condition If new, they
cost 0350, but I’ll sell for only
$5011 Perfect for the student or
for a gift. Call 296-1215 during
the evenings.
8 Track Player ,Rec. Home Unit.
Panasonic Many features. $70
Call Alan 377,2246 or 277,3171.
5-speed sang-ray bike. Needs tires.
tubes, adjustments. S20. Call
Alan-377.2246 or 277-3171.

LEARN ABOUT "The Sources of
Poetry." Carolyn Forche, winner
Yale Younger Poets Award.
1976, author, "Gathering the
Tribes," Poet -in -Residence,
SJSU. March 29-33. Toes Rap,
11’00; Panel Rap, 2:00 with
Jafees-.Deft ender."--Phyllts
144steinbaurie, Seism_ Mac.
Donald) Wed.- Wrkshp. 10.30,
Reading, 890 pm.All Free, in
the Student Union.

El
Resurrection City presents

CASH for books and records.
Phone 296-6275 Recycle Book
store, 98 E. San Fernando, SJ
Selection of used books Et
records GREAT’
Natural Peanut Snack
BUZZY
ionoque package of high energy,
for an active person Write for
sampte. BUZZY, P.O. Box 6801,
.
S.J. 95150
HONEY
Locally produced
Ruthie’s Honey
1025 Bird Ave. S J
2911307

Sales

AMUSEMENT PARK FUNIII
Ride Operators, Food Services,
Sales, Weekends. Easter Week.
Full -tome starting May 213th Ap
FRONTIER
ply in person
VILLAGE AMUSEMENT PARK.
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
FOR SPARE TIME CASH If you
think you might be interested in
talking to Homeowners about
energy conservation, while mak
ing appointments for our repre
sentatives, to show how !mutat
ion will save them money &
energy; you’ll earn as much or
more money than most people
you know who work full time
Call 966-8486 between 9-11 am
M-W-F ask for Mr. Angelo.
UVE IN HOUSEKEEPER. Very near
campus, private bedroom,
secure, quiet surrounding Call
99E1-0149
Guide to
WORK OUTDOORS
summer and permanent lobs in
conservation, forestry, wildlife
mgmt. Describes qualifications.
where to apply, etc. For ordering
info write Nova Prem. Box 2230,
San Jose 95109.
Earn money by having home or
Dorm sales parties Product is
high fashion jeans sold at drastic
low wholesale prices, Be your
own boss Work your own hours.
Ca11415-592 2519
College Students Part Time. Earn
$10 per hour and wan 91,960 in
Scholarship Bonds As An American Youth Enterprise Dealer
Write Fred Novak. Dept S-52,
1701 Ellis Ave Laurel Springs,
N.J. 08021

h.

housing

Live on campus, walk to classes,
San Jose Residence Club, 202 S
I I th For Seniors Et Grad
students, off street parking, kit.
chen, TV, Fireplace, Piano, Pool
Table. Ping Pone, Courtyard,
Completely Furnished, Linen Service, Shared Roots $94 ma., 924
weekly, Single Rooms 1150 mo.,

Classified Rates

3
4
5
6

lines
tones
lines
linos

One
day

Two
days

$150
2.00

200
2.50
3.00
3.50

250
300

Three Four
days days
225 240
275 290
3.25 340
375 390

Five
days
750
300
3.50
400

OFFER GOOD TILL MARCH 31, 1977

Check a Classification
ii Help Wanted
ii Housing
ii Lost and Found

ir

lost

axl found

41

.;

GRUEN
LADIES
LOST:
WRISTWATCH Silver w mesh
band N square face It means a
lot. Finder will be joyously be
rewarded
Call Rhonda at
734-1023

personals

.8

GAY MEN AND WOMEN
in the San Jose community -the Gay
Students Vekon meets, every
Thuss at 8 p.m in the Student
Union We offer an informal
atmosphere for gay people to
meet, make friends and explore
different aspects of our gayness
II you are entering gay life for the
first time you will find GSU a
friendly place to come out Those
of us who need to love and be
loved by members of our own sex
need each other For more info(
elation about our meetings and
activities watch the Spanaguode
or call the Information Office,
2913-GAYS. WE’RE HERE - WE
CARE, ATTEND,
MEETING PEOPLE YOU REALLY
LIKE has never been easy
until now. At VIDEOBRIDGE you
see and hear informal onterviews
of people you’d loke to know bet
ter on our video tape television
system. You meet only the people you want to meet and who
and your
want to meet you .
privacy is always protected. If
you want to make your own
choices, and control your awn
social destiny, call us for more
information or a free demonstration. Remember, you only live
once . . so make the most of itll
Call 244-33E6. VIDEOBRIDGE
open 6/1-F 11 9 pm & Sat 116
pm Ask about our student dis
count?
For Permanent Hair Removal, Call
Registered Electrologist at 235 E
Santa Clara Sr 2944499

Eric: We’re kinds late. Ind Happy
B Dayll Big 231 Keep on Shootin’
then, arrows( Love ya. Jan Et
Nan
Young mete wants girl interested in
Hot Lunches F2 Water Sports

TYPING - IBM SELECTRIC
2532684
Reports, Theses, Resumes, Term
Papers, Letters, Etc Pick up and
delivery at SJSU.
INTELLIGENT TYPING-editing
form, grammar. Et tapes Call be
Noreen 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Margie
Reeves, 996 1265
TYPING -TRANSCRIPTION. Term
papers. resumes, theses. seisoi
projects, letters. etc 75S page
and up. IBM Correction Selec
tries. Small business accounts
solicited. Call 263 4525. If a child
answers. don’t hang up. Ask for
KITTY CARTER. NORTH
VALLEY SECRETARIAL SERVICE, 263-4525.
Let "THE SECRETARY" type your
thesis, report or term paper Fast
and efficient. IBM Sel. Coffee
ring Weekends also available.
446-1525; ask for Betty
Diesertetion design or analysis
blues? Call ACRE at 328-7175.
TYPING SERVICE. Quality work.
Fast. Reasonable rates. South
Ann Huston,
San Jose
578-3891
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Free Pregnancy test, counseling,
on alternatives to pregnancy.
Competent pregnancy !ermine
tion All services conf idential.
Call CHOICE 358 2766.
Dates-get the 1110S1 from your social
life Let us help you Question
naire sent in discreet encelope
All info. confidential Match
maker, PO Box 24608, San Jose,
CA 95154.
WEDDING PHOTOS FULL
COLOR Complete, lowest price
avail Call Lee 295 4999 Res
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES OFFERS DATA
ANALYSIS SERVICES
DATA SCORING CODING
PROCESSING
’ DATA
INTERPRETATION AND
REPORTING OF DATA
REASONABLE RATES CALL
14851 262-8700 FOR FREE CONSULTATION AND ESTIMATE.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY!
Stuff envelopes $50 per 100
possible Send S. A S E to
A. L. Rodaguer
1212 E. William St
San Jose, Cal 95116
Don’t stay home to answer the
phone Let us sell a for you We
take merchandise on consignment Snarling goods, photo
equipment, camping equipment

S

stereos, typerwriters, anything
you have to sell except clothing
and stuffed furniture Call The
Outlet, 293-0928 174 South 1st
St., SJ Hours Noon 5 pm, Clos
ed Sat. Er Sun
William’s Beauty Shop at 4th Et
William Newest styles from
Europe Male Students special’
Sh Er cut styled & Blow Dry, onNaturals from $1750
ly $750
Complete Call 288.7163
_
CHILD CARE in my home 118
rnths 4 yrsl. Call day or evening
2539448

f.

u.

Ste1006

SAVE THIS AD Before you our
chase costly stereo equipment,
check with us for discounts 011
200 major brands of Audio. TV
tape, ear stereo etc Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the
first time with no hassles We
manufacture a complete line of
Hi Fi speakers and blank recor
ding tape sold wholesale to the
Sounds Unique,
public.
998-2b93, Toes Fri 1-6, Sat.
12.5.
U.

travel

PASSPORT & ID Photo Special $2 off w ad for 2 color or 4 B&W
photos. Regular price 57.50. JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY. 293 7000 20
- Paean de San Antonio. SJ (between 1st Er 2nd Street)
Paris.
CHARTER FLIGHTS
Milan
Shannon
London
Frankfort
Amsterdam
Athens
Zurich
luau
Brussels
Rome
Hong Kong
Lisbon
Philippines
.
Mexico
New York
Chicago
Travel services wooed
Hawaii
Brined Pass
able Lead Pass
International Student IdentiYouth Has
ty Card Issuance
Overseas Job
tel Cards
Placement (Students Only/
Tour Information (Budget1
Students Intraeuropean Flights &
. Camping tours in Eur
Trains
Student Flights to Asia,
ape
Africa. Australia. & Middle East
.
Travelers Infrom Europe
Travel Publications
surance
Car Leasing and Purchasing
. Student Tours to Israel Es
Contact
USSR from Europe.
Rio B
Davis at CAMPUS
TRAVEL ADVISORS, 505 S
10th St. at Williams St. San
Jose, CA 96112 14081 292-1613.
Mon. Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.. or by
appointment 259-8356
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA
Student charter flights year
ISCA 1609 Westwood
rd
Blvd #103. L.A. Calif 48024.
2131826-5869. 536.0955.

BE
CREATIVE
BE
MYSTERIOUS
BE
PERSONAL

Gabardine. Herringbone, and
Tweed: Beware! Armegaddon
coming! Prepare to meet thy
Doom!
1972-Buick Skylark Custom 2 Dr.
AC, PB. PS, AT, Radio, Vinyl
Top, 350 V8, excellent condition
- $2500. leb S 3m1 St Watt 5.
Furniture.
Leaving country sale
clothing, stereo. pots Et pens,
etc. 185S. 3rd. St Matter 5.
LEARN ABOUT "The Sources of
Poetry." Carolyn Forche, winner
Yale Younger Poets Award,
1976, author, "Gathering the
Tribes," Poet in Residence.
SJSU, March 2930 rues :Rap.
1100; Panel Rap, 200 (with
James Den Boer, Phyllis
Koestenbaum, Susan Mac Dorset& Wed - Wrkshp, 10.30,
Reading, 8.30 pm All Free, in
the Student Union.
DAVVG - You Remind Me, aft say,
You Remind Moot a Single Story
Nothitf Upstairs’,
Buildin’
Yours Lovingly, Foghorn
Leghorn.
Knock Knockl Who’s There’ Ar
mageddon Armageddon Who?
Armageddon Prod of sitting out
here all by mystel

4

swims

Said Your Personal Message
In Spartan Daily Classifieds
2 lines 1 day is 75C
2 lines 2 days is $1
Come in to JC 208
between 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

DUMBBELL. Happy 21st Birthday
I love you gob.., Your Baby.
WANTED: Race Oueen for SJSU
ASME Beer Can Grand Pros App
ty in person Fro 1 30 Eng 178

non-commercial ads only
Print Your
30 tors

(Count aPprox

Print name

Semester rate all issues/ $25 00

ii Announcements
it Automotive
tt Entertainment

$37.50 weekly. Inquire at 122 N
8th Sr.. 293-7374.
THE STATE HOUSE, 508 So I Ith
St Deluxe 28R 28A apts, all
newly furnished at $230 month
No children Of pets See manager
at Apt 1 (286-4967)
Vary nice, large 2 Wm., 2 bath
Furnished. Pool. Underground
parking. 8245. 470 S. 11th St.
287-7590.
FEMALE DORM contract for sale at
a very cheap price. Call Janet at
263,7299.
FURN. TVVNHSE APT. 2 bdrm lb
bath ’4 blk from Engeneer bldg.
garbage water pd. Quiet
2S4.7788.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share beautiful house in Willow
Glen. 4117 1 VI utilities. Call
292-53B5.

Ad Here:
.ind sit,. es for each line!

35
35
35
35

50
50
Minimum Three Lines One Day

249-4277

Party special:
6ft. sand.
24 hr notice

Each
eddi
toenail
day

Each odditional line add:
50
50
50

.
414 Town & Country Village.
Open rhurs. & Fri. nights. Sundays 12-5(

FREE

Bag of chips and
10C off on all sandwiches
with this coupon

classifieds

LOW ,
ompetilire rare, backed
by werrice service,
yirror creole!.

8th and Williams
OPEN: 7 am -12 pm

A.S. Offices 3rd Level, Student Union
or call 277-3201

So long, for now "guys."
We’ll miss you all and
anxiously await your next
endeavors.

Now, this may not be
significant, but it seems a
reflection upon who has the
time for such an extravaganza, and toward whom
such gimmicks are pointed.

Healthy potted plant section
4 inch plants 79C
Complete wine selection
25 imported beers
Sandwiches from 69C
Coffee and donuts
U.S.D.A. choice meat
Farm fresh produce

Applications may be obtained by contacting
A.S. Personnel
Officer

major outlets, are priced
at $3.50, 84.50 and $5.50.

ir SPARTAN MARKET TM_

6 STUDENTS AT LARGE FOR 1977/78

:

By H. Kim Lew
The First New Earth
Exposition resembled an
overblown, under -organized sport and boat
show.

Center, De Anza College.
Tickets, available at all

Recommends student appointees to the A.S. President for all A.S. positions established in the
A.S. constitution. All candidates shall be interviewed by this committee as will committee positions and/or sub-committee positions established through the Academic Senate. Also assists
Personnel Officer in execution of duties.

No longer can we watch
Ted’s egotistical underhandedness, Sue Anne’s advances toward prospective
men and of course Mary’s
famous virgin smile.

New Earth Exposition overblown boat show

flutist, will perform at 8
p.m. tomorrow at the
Palo Alto Cultural
Center. Tickets are $2.50,
$1 for children and senior
citizens.
Carlos Montoya. fla memo
guitarist, will perform in

A.S. PERSONNEL SELECTION COMMITTEE NEEDS

As Mary Tyler Moore
attempts to achieve higher
feats (if possible), Saturday night entertainment
has crumbled.

But her newsroom
friends aren’t the only ones
who loved her. The show
has swept the Emmy’s for
the past six years and has
been the most successful
situation comedy of the
decade.

MUSIC
Toni Kane and Clay McDonald will appear at the
Rainbow Lady Coffee
Shop, 408 E. William,
tomorrow at 9 p.m.
Admission is free.
Isabelle Chapuis Starr,

FILM

r Servoces
:1 Tranwortatoon
ii Travel

Phone

Address
City

_

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO.

__ Enclosed 48

For

Da ys

Dtadtonfr, two days prior to pub
I,, ation

Consecutive publocetron dates on
SPAR TAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
Iy
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
ri For Sale
I Personals
SAN JOSE. CA,iFOMFHA95It4- No refunds on cancelled ads
-------------- --------------------------- ---------------- -------------------
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Student-mother with gypsy childhood
struggles along rocky educational road
By Patricia Escobedo
"From Stockton to
Sacramento to San Jose
and on to Delano we migrated, picking apricots,
peas, stringbeans, prunes
and grapes. We did our
work and did not complain.
It was the life of a gypsy,
living under the trees with
a tent for sleeping quarters," said Josephine
Rodrigues of her childhood.

"I could have gotten a
GED certificate but that
wasn’t good enough; I had
to have a high school diploma," she said.

enThrough
couragement from her
night school instructors.
Rodrigues decided to enroll
at SJSU

Now a junior at SJSU
majoring in sociology, 50year-old Rodrigues intends
to stay until graduation.
The educational road has
not been an easy one for
her.

John W Peterson
Jim Lima. a control tower operator at Monterey Airport guides an incoming plans to a
safe landing Lima got the job through an SJSU co-op educational program.

Co-op trainee draws
high pay, experience
By Heather Chaboya
There’s at least one
SJSU student who won’t be
worrying about his job
prospect when he
graduates next year.
Jim Lima worked as a
trainee for control tower
operator at Monterey Airport and is assured of making $20,000 to $25,000 plus
fringe benefits within five
years after he graduates.
Lima worked at the
tower from July to January
of this year through a joint
SJSU-Federal Aviation
Administration career plan
with cooperative education.
Lima transferred from
Santa Barbara City College
when he heard about
SJSU’s co-op program.
"I fell head over heels
for it," he said.
He said the job was very
demanding, but that a control tower operator’s life
isn’t "the dramatic,
emergency - every - three
seconds that some people
think it is."
While working in
Monterey, Lima was working with weather observation; requesting and initiating clearances for
planes on the ground;

HI KIDS...
Need Credit
On furniture, appliances. TV. stereo?
We may be able to
help you get started
in the credit world,
even if you’ve been
turned down elsewhere. and from out
of state. We have liberal terms to fit your
budget, We are an
All American store.
Come visit us, quick
delivery.

FURNITURE
U.S.A.
2550 El Camino Real
Santa Clara
246-7523

BYE KIDS ...

"They realize that
education is important and
necessary now," she said.

That was in 1974. The
obstacles she has faced so
far have not had so much to
do with "fitting in" with the
college scene, but rather
with study skills such as
reading and comprehension.

Rodrigues feels that her
years at SJSU have been
fruitful. She hopes that
when she receives her degree that she can find employment in an agency
where she can reach and
influence the young.

"The reading lab helped
me a lot," she said. "A lot
of the instructors are understanding and supportive."

"Even now I get on my
knees and ask God ’Am I
doing the right thing?’ "
Rodrigues said in a soft
voice.
"I guess I am," she
added. "I’m still at it."

Twenty years ago a failing marriage and subsequent divorce found Rodrigues alone with five children to raise.

Working a 40-hour week
and attending classes at
SJSU have inspired some
of Rodrigues’ young co-

Embraced Catholicism
"I learned to save
money and bought a home
for us," Rodrigues said.

SAL 81 LUIGI
PIZZERIA
Home Made
flop* RaoIi

"It was during this time
of depression that I started
to embrace the Catholic
faith," she added.

Pizza
347 So. 1st St. 297-1136
Across from Camera One

The early ’60s proved to
be one of the most difficult
times in her life and she
said that religion helped
her through the worst. Because she became ill with
pneumonia and was hospitalized for several
months, her doctor recommended she stop working
and receive aid to dependent children.

CAMERA ONE
1 ,1

S no re

TONIONT IL FRI,
Franco’s Truffaut s

DAY FOR WANT
and
Claude Lelouch’s

A MAN
AND A WOMAN

/1/o

MARS

of change, there are things
that should stay just as they arc.
Because they’re right.
A great beer doesn’t change.
Olympia never will.

In tiows

%

BEACH

"More light!"
words)

COPIES

K I NKO’S

COUPON

Peile04

Spring Sale

WHOLE WHEAT reg
BROWN RICE reg. 42<

27C

lb. 19

c

lb. 37 0

CASHEW GRANOLA reg. 98c
lb. 79 c
HONEY with own container) reg. 75C... lb. 64 c
lb. 1.39
ALMONDS re9 1 79C
BREWER’S YEAST. 1.58c.... lb. 1.49
CASTILE SHAMPOO reg. isge 16 o/1.39
TOMS Spearmint or Fennel

TOOTHPASTE reg 1 38C
BRAN rey 25C
organic produce

lb.

98
17 c

ih 37
lb 19

Carrots

Oranges

GENSENG PRODUCTS 10% OFF
15% off

ALI VITAMINS

OFFER GOOD
THRU
APRIL 3, 1977

FREE GIFT
WITH
5.00 PURCHASE
$2000 Discount Card

We Accep Food Stamps

OUPON

3800

_

at the tower. There was not
clearance delivery, movement of vehicles, aircraft a constant slapping down
runway
the
on
because
I was a trainee."
and persons
Still, not all the days
and working with the flight
data entry printout equip- were good ones.
ment, a computer used to
"There were some
change flight plans.
He also worked in some disappointments not readministrative positions
lated to the job. The job
filing, making flight plan never let me down. There
amendments and reports were days when I felt! had
Catalina Guava.
After four years she
on various airport func- screwed up
I wasn’t
Migrant worker-turned-student, Josephine Rodrigues
went to work for a local
tions.
satisfied, feeling like I had
electronics firm. It was at /////////// ///////////////////////
Although Lima’s job is done a lousy job that day."
this time she decided to go
new, his interest in aviation
However, Lima said the
back to school since most of
is not. Lima has been in- attitude was always posi106,
the higher paying jobs reterested in aviation since tive towards him.
preseiiI%
quired a high school educahe was in high school.
04/ ;
tion. Rodrigues then only
He explains his fascin"They always made me
had an eighth grade educaation partly as a product of feel as part of the team. I
’Thursday Live"
tion.
the space age, growing up know I was a strain at
with Gemini and Apollo times coming in cold to the
goes to the
space missions, and the job, but they never made
fact that his father was a me feel I was taking their
designer in the space time away from them."
art performance
program.
In high school he was
Although the controllers
involved with the Civil Air and his training office were
;Student Union
Upper Pad
Patrol (CAP), which is an always available if he
Air Force auxiliary needed help with specifics,
(Continued from page 4)
air/search rescue team.
Lima said "If you can’t do
At 15 he was flying it here (at SJSU) in a
from my wallet."
regularly with pilots on the classroom, you may not be
Drama freshman Chris
weekends who would see able to make it in a selfCurtain disagreed.
him hanging around the study situation. It’s a
CAP headquarters and ask, matter of discipline."
"I no longer eat in the
"Hey, do you want logo flyDining Commons," she
Lima said he was
ing?"
said. "If we do pay for
Soon the aspect of air- evaluated every time he
more we should see an import management, rather worked a position in the
provement in quality."
tower on his technique,
than being a pilot, appealed
adherence to procedures,
to Lima.
Complaints of this type
coordination,
"profes- are not surprising accordLima highly recom(GoetheS last
and
generally
sionalism,"
mends the program at
ing to Wineroth.
Monterey, where he felt he how he maintained himself
at the station.
"If you eat in the same
was working with "pros."
place, three meals a day,
"Every man working
Then there were the five days a week, you are
that facility was a pro. You
have to be! If you’re applications and inter- going to get tired of it,"
views
and the Civil Service Wineroth said. People even
second-rate you’re going to
end up screwing yourself Exam, but Lima said it all get tired of eating at home
and someone else in the wasn’t that bad.
all the time after awhile, he
"This job may not be added.
process."
exciting
for
guys
who
have
Lima said he took some
ribbing as a trainee, but it been here for 10-15 years.
was good-natured. For one, The excitement comes
3c overnight
he was assigned to make through doing something
no minimum
the coffee. He later learned for the first time and working towards a goal to
why.
"They just didn’t have make it as an airport tower
123 S 3ro St
295-4336
the time. They really ap- controller," Lima said.
preciated my help," he
said.
"I say this because
people going into co-op
must realize it’s not the
only thing your’re good for.
NATURAL FOOD STORE
It’s just expected."
Lima said he got a lot of
50 SOUTH 4th ST. S.J. 287-5410
personal satisfaction out of
MON-SAT: 9-9 SUNDAY: 12-6
the job.
"I was proud when I
was recommended by my
instructor and two other instructors to work a position
Restaurant Hours 11-7

Residents
respond
to food policy

workers at the electronic
firm to go to school.

"When I received the
letter of congratulations
from San Jose State I was
surprised and at the same
time very happy," she
said.

96 calories.

all

iii xirmitely one third fewt1 than our other fine beer.

It took Schlitz to bring the taste to light.

